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On 8 October 2016, at the Johannesburg Society of Advo-
cates’ (the JSA) annual dinner at which the JSA fittingly 

accorded special honour to former Deputy Chief Justice (the 
DCJ) Moseneke, the DCJ talked poignantly about the need for 
Transformation at the Bar. The DCJ described the Bar as “the 
crucible of excellence”. We applauded, almost deliriously, at the 
aptness of the observation, perhaps driven by an abiding sense 
of foreboding towards the incursive provisions of the Legal 
Practice Act into “our way of life”. 

The speeches and photo-ops with the DCJ soon ended, as 
they must. The dust caused by the delirium of our applause soon 
settled, as dust tends to do. We returned to our disparate worlds: 
the world, on the one hand, of professional Shangri-la for the 
white male Bar member, anxious only about when he’ll find 
time finally to attend to that urgent commercial brief that has 
been sitting on his desk for the past two weeks; and the world, 
on the other, of anxiety for the average black and woman junior 
worrying about whether the fee that has been outstanding from 
the State Attorney since March 2015 has finally been paid so that 
group fees and rent of the past five months can be paid; anxious, 
too, not to push the State Attorney too hard lest even the trickle 
of insubstantial briefs dries up altogether.

The “crucible of excellence” soon takes on the appearance of 
a mirage for most black juniors as they wonder when an oppor-
tunity will finally arise for them, too, to hone their craft. Even 
when that elusive opportunity does arise, anxiety soon dulls 
the momentary excitement on the realisation that the fee (in 
Johannesburg) becomes due only three months hence (if paid 
at all) while his rent, group fees and “Black Tax” are due at the 
end of each month. Soon the mirage turns to dust, dust turns to 

mud, and mud turns to quicksand in which the black junior is 
trapped in a crucible of professional never-never land. 

It should not be so, and we all agree that it should not be so. 
Yet we still hold steadfastly onto anachronistic rules and prac-
tices that are an obstacle to black and women members’ achiev-
ing the excellence that the Bar holds in promise but never deliv-
ers to them. This contribution touches on some of these rules 
and practices and seeks to make out a case for their extirpation. 

The DCJ’s latest exhortation – and that of the Chair imme-
diately past that “it remains the obligation of every Bar actively 
to do everything possible to ensure that anachronistic practices 
and historical impediments to all practising advocates compet-
ing on a level playing field, are broken down” – is enough for 
us to elevate Transformation to hashtag status and tear down 
those walls.

Transformation will be the central feature of one’s tenure, 
beginning unapologetically by targeting those anachronistic 
features of the Bar that continue unnecessarily to serve as obsta-
cles to the professional self-advancement of black and women 
colleagues.

The Trouble WiTh our ApproAch And WhAT We 
Should do
Even though Transformation has been the subject of commit-
ment by one’s successive predecessors, it is a source of irrita-
tion for some colleagues whose attitude is that so-called PDIs 
should “get over” their victim mentality. This is a selfish and 
short-sighted view by colleagues who have not experienced 
the fraught fettle of those whose desire for nothing more than 
equal opportunity to excel hinges inexorably on the Bar’s 
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